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Domestic film distribution: theatrical,
video release
Wednesday, September 19, 2012
Film distributors generally
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return the advance. If the
advance is sufficiently large to
repay the investors the cost of
production, then the filmmaker has effectively transferred the risk of losing money to
the distributor. This is a desirable but increasingly rare outcome these days.
There are myriad avenues for a filmmaker to take to get his or her film released
theatrically. A rent-a-distributor deal or "service" deal is when the producer bears the
marketing costs of releasing a film theatrically. Traditionally distributors bear these
costs whether the title is one they produced or acquired from an independent producer.
With a service deal, the producer is essentially renting the distribution apparatus of the
distributor and bearing all costs. The distributor charges a reduced fee, perhaps half of
the traditional 35 percent theatrical distribution fee but avoids advancing any out-ofpocket expenses. The producer assumes all financial risk.
Such a deal can make sense if a distributor has an open slot in its release schedule
because full time permanent employees must be paid even if there is nothing for them
to do. Why would a producer bear that risk? First, they may not have a choice; only a
small portion of independent films are able to secure a theatrical release. Second, a
filmmaker may want a theatrical release because it gets the film more attention. For
example, the New Y ork Times simply will not review a film unless it opens theatrically
in New Y ork. A theatrical release - even if unprofitable itself - can enhance the
revenues from other media.
Another method used to get a picture into theaters is the "four wall deal." This is an
arrangement directly with the theater owner. Here the filmmaker rents the theater
from the exhibitor and takes the financial risk that is normally assumed by both the
distributor and the exhibitor. The filmmaker in turn gets to keep all the box office
receipts - or lose a lot of money.
Similarly, while there are many formulas for home video deals, most fall within
three patterns. The first is one that allows the distributor to retain a percentage of gross
receipts as a distribution fee, and to recoup certain designated marketing expenses from
film revenues, with the remaining balance, if any, paid to the filmmaker. This is a
"standard" distribution deal, although there is nothing standard about it except for how
to calculate the distributor's fee. Another type of deal, sometimes referred to as a
"50/50 net deal," allows the distributor to first recoup its expenses from gross receipts
off the top, and then share the remaining amount 50/50 with the filmmaker. A third
type of deal is known as a royalty deal, where the filmmaker gets a percentage of the
wholesale price of every DVD sold. That percentage is negotiable, but often in the range
of 20-25 percent. Here all expenses incurred are irrelevant in calculating the
filmmaker's share because they are borne by the distributor.
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U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit
9th Circuit skeptical of immunity for CHP
officer who shot woman
Immunity for a California Highway Patrol officer
who fired 12 rounds that killed a woman after a
high-speed chase appeared seriously in doubt
Tuesday at an oral argument session at the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

Bar Associations
Lawyer says '07 ethics lapse may keep him
from '12 honor
Board members of the Consumer Attorneys
Association of Los Angeles won't choose their next
Trial Lawyer of the Y ear for another month, but
the process is already causing some controversy.

Large Firms
Privacy policies now launched online
Palo Alto-based law firm Cooley LLP launched a
new online generator Monday to help emerging
U.S. companies draft privacy policies for their
websites.

DeNeve once again rejoins O'Melveny fold
O'Melveny & Myers LLP welcomed back attorney
J. Jorge deNeve as counsel in its Los Angeles
office. DeNeve, who joined Aletheia Research &
Management Inc. last year, rejoined the firm on
Monday.

Litigation
Retired Orange County jurist known as
'hanging judge' dies
Retired Orange County Superior Court Judge
Donald McCartin, known for his notorious
proclivity for handing down death sentences but
who later spoke out against the penalty, has died.

Corporate
Planned Parenthood of the Pacific
Southwest appoints GC
Planned Parenthood of the Pacific Southwest Inc.,
the division of Planned Parenthood serving San
Diego, Riverside and Imperial Counties, has
appointed its first chief legal officer, sources
confirmed Tuesday.
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Domestic distributors usually insist on cross
collateralizing expenses among media. If
there is a loss on the theatrical release but a
net gain on television, then the revenue and
expenses are pooled.
So what is best for a filmmaker? That depends on how much revenue is generated,
the amount of expenses, whether they are capped, and the size of distribution fees.
Consider three different scenarios.
First, suppose $1,000,000 is generated in gross receipts from sales and rentals of
DVDs. Gross receipts in home video means wholesale revenues received, less any
returns. If the suggested retail price of a DVD is 20 bucks, the wholesale price would be
about half or approximately 10 bucks.
Under a standard distribution deal with a 25 percent distribution fee, and
recoupment of up to $100,000 in expenses, the filmmaker would receive $650,000.
Under a 50/50 net deal, the filmmaker would receive $450,000. Under a royalty deal
with a 20 percent royalty, the filmmaker receives $200,000.
So it appears a standard deal is the best choice. All else equal, what if the film only
generated $200,000 in gross receipts? Now the filmmaker would receive $50,000
under the standard distribution deal, $100,000 under a 50/50 net deal, and $40,000
under a royalty deal. In this case, the 50/50 net deal is the best choice for the
filmmaker.
Now consider a third scenario with only $100,000 in gross receipts. Here the
filmmaker receives zero under either a standard deal or the 50/50 net deal. But under a
royalty deal, the filmmaker receives $20,000. The fact that distribution fees and
expenses have outweighed the limited amount of gross receipts is irrelevant in a
royalty-type deal, because the filmmaker gets 20 percent of the wholesale price, no
matter what fees and expenses are incurred. Moreover, under a royalty deal, there is
little room for a distributor to engage in creative accounting. Once you determine how
many units were sold, and determine the price at which they were sold, a simple
calculation tells the producer what she is due. Most creative accounting disputes
concern whether expenses deducted are legitimate or not. This is immaterial in a
royalty deal, since expenses are not counted in calculating the producer's share of
revenue.
Each of these deals could be the best choice under certain circumstances and the
worst choice under other circumstances depending on how much revenue is generated.
This is why it is important for the filmmaker to pencil out the numbers before deciding
which formula is best. Most deals are more complicated to assess because they cover
multiple media and the distributor's fee varies by media (i.e., 35 percent for theatrical,
25 percent for broadcast television). Moreover, domestic distributors usually insist on
cross collateralizing expenses among media. If there is a loss on the theatrical release
but a net gain on television, then the revenue and expenses are pooled. The distributor
is thus allowed to recoup its theatrical loss from television revenue. Particular care
must be taken when the home video arrangement is a royalty deal which does not
allow deduction of expenses. These royalties should not be offset against expenses
incurred in other media.
Home video sales are on consignment, meaning the buyers can return any product
for a 100 percent refund. And at times, large volumes of DVD's are returned. Therefore,
most distributors insist on holding back some revenues as a reserve to make sure they
don't pay the filmmaker a share of revenue that evaporates if there are a lot of returns.
Sales of DVD copies of films are dominated by mass merchants such as Wal-Mart, Best
Buy and Target. However, only a few companies have a direct relationship with WalMart and therefore many other companies have to go through an intermediary like
Anderson Merchandisers.
Let me offer one final piece of advice. Filmmakers should never sign a short form
deal memo to be followed by a long form contract. Once you sign a deal memo you
have may a binding contract with the distributor and when the long form arrives if you
do not like some of the provisions you have a big problem. If the distributor refuses to
make the changes you want, you have a deal but not necessarily spelled out with the
terms you want. Y our options are not good. Y ou can't easily disavow the deal memo
yet you may not want to proceed forward without certain terms in the long form. A
short deal memo is short because many customary terms are left out. By agreeing to
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Bar Associations
New law leaves State Bar dues unchanged
Gov. Jerry Brown signed State Bar dues legislation
Monday that keeps the annual lawyers' dues fee at
$410 for most bar members next year. That's the
same amount as the past five years.

Litigation
Class certified in Chula Vista tax lawsuit
A state court judge has certified a class of more
than 100,000 plaintiffs who claim the city of
Chula Vista illegally taxed their mobile phone
service.

Criminal
San Ramon attorney arrested on tax
evasion, eavesdropping charges
A San Ramon attorney on Tuesday was arrested
on a six-count federal indictment alleging she
evaded taxes and coordinated illegal spying on
men going through divorce proceedings.

Corporate
Gibson Dunn helps Dole in $1.69 billion sale
Attorneys from Gibson Dunn's Los Angeles and
Palo Alto offices represented the fresh fruit and
vegetable giant.

Law Practice
Appellate group tries new, non-salaried
system
The recently-formed California Appellate Law
Group is seeking to reap the benefits of
collaboration without the overhead costs normally
associated with traditional law firms.

Immigration
Immigration judge denied asylum petitioner
his rights, 9th Circuit rules
A San Francisco immigration judge denied an El
Salvadorean man a fair asylum hearing by moving
forward with the proceeding after the man's
lawyer failed to show up in court, a 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals panel ruled Tuesday.

California Supreme Court
State high court to hear class sampling case
The court will decide whether statistical evidence
can establish liability or damages when the
employer has substantial evidence that many
members of the class in fact are not entitled to
relief. By George S. Howard of Jones Day

Litigation
Private utility, public doctrine
Last month, a state Court of Appeal found
Southern California Edison, a private utility, liable
for private property damage on an inverse
condemnation theory. By Craig S. Simon and
Mark S. Grotefeld
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the short form you are agreeing to the deal without knowing all the parameters and
terms proposed by the distributor. So you should insist on going directly to a long form.
If you are unable to work out all the terms to your satisfaction, you can walk away
with all your rights retained. Many distributors try to get filmmakers to commit to a
short form deal memo because it is easier to negotiate. If and when the long form
arrives, the filmmaker can't easily walk away. The short form often does not include
such provisions as a detailed audit and accounting clause. If there is a dispute between
the filmmaker and a distributor, a judge will not insert terms that the court thinks are
fair. The contract is only those terms agreed upon by the parties.
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release
Get to know the types of distribution arrangements
for releasing you film on video and in theaters. By
Mark Litwak

Litigation
Three wrong foreclosure delay theories
Defaulted homeowners are often easy targets for
lawyers peddling false hopes that foreclosure may
be avoided by suing the lender on abstruse, but
meritless theories. By Jan T. Chilton and Jon D.
Ives of Severson & Werson PC

Judicial Profile
Steven A. Brick
Superior Court Judge Alameda County (Oakland)

Intellectual Property
Despite jury verdict, Samsung tablet still
stuck in limbo, judge rules
A San Jose jury's conclusion that Samsung
Electronics Co. Ltd. did not infringe a patent on the
Galaxy Tab 10.1 tablet will not get it back on the
shelves until an appeals court takes action, a
federal judge has ruled.
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